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THE -SEE; 
• 
BOHEMIAN VOICE 
O R G A N  O F  TH E  B O H E M I A N - A M E R I C A N S  I N  T H E  U N I T E D  ST A T E S .  
VOL. II. OMAHA, NEB., APRIL 1, 1894. No. 8. 
IHotes. 
With this issue Mr. J. J. Krai of Chicago has 
assumed the editorial control of this paper. 
* * 
The famous violinist, Onricek ha s left for Ki^w 
where he is to appear at a grand concert. 
* * 
Editor Knechtl of the Pozor who was tried by an 
Olmutz jury for the crime of lese M ajeste (libeling 
the emperor) was found not guilty. 
* * 
* 
In Prussia there are, according to the last census, 
67,430 Lusatian Serbs, 2,811,709 Poles, and 68,618 
Bohemians. Nearly all of the latter live in Prussian 
Silesia. 
* * 
* 
Svetozar Hurban Vajansky, Slovak, poet and journ­
alist, who had been sentenced to one year's imprison­
ment at Szegedin for printing in his National News 
an article which displeased the Magyar goverment, 
was set free on Saturday February 17. He has served 
the full term. There is hardly any Slavonic journ­
alist of prominence in Austro-Hungary, who has not 
spent one or more years of his lif e in the prison cel l. 
* * * 
The Russians propose to establish a correspon­
dence bureau at Prague in order that the Russian 
public might receive accurate and reliable in­
formation on Bohemian affairs. Heretofore the Rus­
sians had t o rely in a great many cases on German 
bureaus for information, which was necessarily col­
ored by prejudice. This peculiar state of things has 
existed ever since the Crimean war. Let us hope 
that the new institution will enlarge the scope of lit­
erary intercourse between the two nations. 
* * 
* 
The New York firm of John B. Alden & Co. w ill 
publish a new collection of "Bohemian Leg ends and 
other Poems," a series of translations from the Bo­
hemian, from the pen of Mrs. Flora Kopta. The au­
thor is an American lady living in Bohemi a, who has 
tried her hand in translating from Bohemian into 
English before, and we may say, with succ ess. The 
collection wil l contain poems both ancient and mod­
ern, and will have, as introduction, an essay on the 
present status of Bohemian literature. 
The Bohemian Land Diet having provided a con­
venient site and appropriated 60,000 florins for the 
proposed ethnological exhibition to take place in 
1895 at Prague, the exhibition may now be said to 
be a certainty. The appropriation was made on con­
dition that the people raise 40,000 florins by volun­
tary subscriptions. We learn from th e Bohemian 
Catholic Journals, that our Catholic brethren in this 
country intend to be represented separately at the 
exhibition. They will not co-operate with the Na­
tional Commit tee. We are not surprised at this Cath­
olic "secession," although we cannot see the logic of 
drawing religions lines in ethnological questions. Neither 
do we understand how far this action may be in ac­
cord with the idea of univ ersal love. We know, how­
ever, that our Catholic friends are Catholics first of 
all. In their eyes nationality is a matter of secondary 
importance. Have they ever heard or read the fam­
ous words of Jablonsky: "I was born first, and bap­
tized afterwards" ? And Jablonsky was both a priest 
and a patriot. * * * 
The selection by President Cleveland of Mr. Charles 
Jonas for consul general at St. Petersburg has been uni­
versally approved by the press. We have at hand num­
erous clippings from various English, German and 
Slavonic newspapers giving many interesting items 
of the eventful lif e of Mr. Jonas, who is admitted to be 
eminently fitted for his new po sition. We note, how­
ever, some mis-statements in some of the papers which 
we should like to see corrected. Thus we learn from 
some papers that he (Mr. Jonas) is a native of the 
Austrian province of Bohemia and is of Jewish ex­
traction. Statements to that effect we have found in 
the Philadelphia Dem ocrat (German) and the Cedar 
Rapids Evening Gazette (English). In regard to 
those two statements we desire to say, first, that Mr. 
Jonas is not of Jewish decent or Jewish extraction, 
but is a Bohemian Slav; secondly, that Bohemia is not 
a province, but a component part of Austria, the lat­
ter being a collective name. Bohemia is no more a 
province of Austria than Bavaria is of Germany. 
Historically Bohemia is a state (see our article "Bo­
hemia as a State" in this number), and even to-day 
has its own land diet whose powers, it is true, are 
limited, but have not yet been all taken away, and 
we hope never will. 
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BOHEMIA AS A STATE. 
In an able speech, delivered February 14th in 
the Bohemian Diet, Deputy Herold, one of the 
best Young Chekh orators, replying to German at­
tacks, used the opportunity presented by the gen­
eral discussion of the budget to show to his Ger­
man opponents, that the demands of Bohemia for 
home rule were founded upon the historical de­
velopment of Bo hemia as a state, upon a recogni­
tion of the independent position in the empire of the 
three countries of B ohemia, Moravia and Silesia. 
He also showed that the demand of home rule 
made by the Young Chekh being a just one, the 
Germans acted unwisely in opposing the demand, 
inasmuch as home rule, having a historical and not 
a nationalist foundation, would benefit both na­
tionalities. 
We give below th e more important portions of 
his speech. Dr. Herold said: 
"I am really thankful for the words we h ave 
heard from members of th e German party to-day, 
whether coming from Deputy Hallwich or Deputy 
Fournier—the fact that the Germans have at last 
recognized the importance and necessity of the 
Bohemian language, the fact that our state rights 
are being seriously considered, that they are no 
longer spoken of in t hat contemptuous way, berat­
ing all our history, as used to be the case in the 
Reichsrath, the fact that German deputies are be­
ginning to examine all the various declarations, 
patents, rescripts, and institutions of the land, 
which form the positive basis of th e state sover­
eignty of Bohemia, al l th is is a visible proof of th e 
progress of our cause, a proof that the Germans 
have recognized that our struggle for home rule is 
not based on mere theory and sentiment, but rests 
upon a positive basis and is fought in ord er that 
certain positive ends may be attained. 
"I shall attempt to perform my self-imposed task 
which I have outlined before: from the alleged 
differences that separate us now to draw conclu­
sions which may bring harmony and peace into 
our political camps. 
"One of th e chief barriers that divide us and the 
German party, gentlemen, is the state rights of 
Bohemia. The German deputies openly admit 
that, and this is a great advantage for us because 
they now understand our struggle against the ex­
isting constitution far better than do even our 
nearest neighbors, the Old C hekhs. They know 
that this our struggle against the present constitu­
tion, our struggle for home rule, is a struggle for 
a principle, and they feel that those two, Bohem­
ian home rule and the constitution, cannot exist 
together, and for this reason, they likewise under­
stand well, that we are bound to defend that prin­
ciple of home rule against any and every minis­
try, as Minister P lener himself h as admitted. 
"Deputy Fournier has made an excursion into 
the domain of Boh emian constitutional law, and I 
admit that he is correct when he says, that we 
base our demands of home rule on the indissolu­
ble union of th e several countries of th e Bohemian 
crown, as well as on the independent position of 
Bohemia as a state, and the natural and practical 
needs of t he inhabitants. However, he denies that 
that the union of t he Bohemian countries has ever 
been constitutionally established, and for this 
reason I shall briefly point out the fallacy of Mr. 
Fournier's conclusions. 
"It is usually said, gentlemen, that the notion 
of state rights is too nebulous. It is, however, 
an incontrovertible fact, that the several countries 
of the Bohemian crown have always formed one 
state both historically and constitutionally. I 
shall but briefly refe r to their bonds of union. The 
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main bond of th eir union has been H. M., the king 
of Bohemia himself. The royal finances have 
been adjusted, and the royal chamber established 
for the three countries (Bohemia, Moravia, Silesia) 
jointly. The mint was one for the three countries. 
Even the fiefs of th e Bohemian Crown have been 
recognized by H. M., the king, as common to these 
countries as late as 1858, when he bestowed upon 
the Archduke Albrecht the crown duchy of Tesin 
in Silesia. Moreover, the three countries have 
likewise had in common the court of the crown, 
the appellate court, the royal bureau, and affairs 
of th e military defense of the Bohemian state. 
"It is well known that Frederick the Great 
himself insisted that his Berlin treaty of peace, as 
far as the cession of Silesia was concerned, should 
be ratified by the Bohemian Diet, because he would 
not trust the preliminary treaty concluded with 
Maria Theresa, unless representatives of the Bo­
hemian Crownlands ratified that international 
treaty. 
"And the general diets—I will give you dates 
when general diets were held , in 1620, 1625, 1634, 
1791, 1792, and 1836, and furthermore, another 
characteristic mark of th e entirety of the countries 
of the Bohemian Crown, one of th e most import­
ant ones, is the administration of ecclesiast ical 
affairs which has been one for all the lands. 
Treaties with foreign powers, as I said before, 
were common to the Bohemian countries, and as 
late as 1815, at the Congress of V ienna, the ces­
sion of Upper Lusatia was made, and the treaty 
signed, by the King of Bohemia. You know well 
that in 1792 th e French republic declared war 
against the King of Bohemia and Hungary. Shall 
I cite all the instances of historical recognition of 
the state rights of Bo hemia? 
"I shall refer to but one more of th e important 
documents, the well known imperial patent of 
1804. How did that patent originate? The Em­
peror Francis knew well, that the crown of the 
German empire was becoming an anachronism, 
that it was worthless, and seeing that Napoleon 
and Czar of Russ ia had assumed the titles of em ­
perors, he desired to retain the imperial title him­
self, as a representative of the great Hapsburg 
state formed by a union of the several countries, 
and to effect that he entered into negotiations 
with Napoleon I. The record of those negotia­
tions were published in 1858 an d 1862, and from 
these it appears that he asked for t he right of 
styling himself "Emperor of Hungary and Bo­
hemiabecause he believed that only those two 
crowns, that of Hungary and that of Bohem ia, 
formed a sovereign state de jure. Owing to some 
unknown reasons he afterwards assumed a differ­
ent title, but that is unimportant. 
"Gentlemen, every single state office styled 
"imperial royal," reminds us to-day of th e state­
hood of Bohemia. These imperial royal offices 
derive their ti tle from t he above mentioned patent 
of 1804, because, beside the title of emperor , the 
Emperor Francis also retained the title of Kin g, 
and provided by a special law that he should be 
so styled as emperor and king. I shall not dwell 
upon this question any longer, but will simply 
state in this respect that the entire development 
of the empire rests upon the states rights of its 
several component parts. I have said so in Vienna, 
and I repeat that if a person speaks of t he states 
rights of Austria, no man familiar with constitu­
tional history can understand this as meaning any 
other than those states rights on the basis of 
which Austria has been built. He that refuses to 
recognize these important elements of states 
rights, refuses to recognize the states rights of 
Austria. 
"From all this it becomes evident, gentlemen, 
that the states rights of th e Bohemian Crown is 
not a creature of fancy, but a historical fact, which 
even your constitution of December has had to 
take into account. 
"Now we are always told that no constitutional 
state would tolerate a party which would opp ose 
the Constitution. This is my answer: attempts to 
amend the constitution would not be considered 
revolutionary in any commonwealth (Applause). 
And what were your statesmen who framed the 
constitution of 1867; was that constitution an out­
growth of historica l events? Was it not some­
thing entirely new, something newly constructed, 
an invention opposed to ancient and historical 
institutions? and was it not, gentlemen—if we 
consider it in the light in which you look at every 
sort of warfare against the institutions of a state—-
was it not the greatest parliamentary revolt 
against the state? (Applause. Dr. Vasatv: 
Against the past!) 
"Of course, you will protest: yes, we did so, bu t 
we did so lawfully, th rough a legislative body, and 
with the consent of all concerned. 
"I shall not discuss the modes of pass ing those 
legislative enactments. Gentlemen, I judge the 
matter as it is. Even if your enactments were 
formally wrong as has oftentimes been proved, one 
thing is certain: you have effected th at change of 
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our constitution by a special act of parliament. 
What do we seek, gentlemen? Do we seek to 
change the present structure of the state in any 
other than a legal way? And it may happen, 
gentlemen, that, when the time for the change 
shall come, it will be done in a way much more 
in conformity with the law than was the enacment 
of you r constitution of De cember. 
"If Austria should be reconstructed as a federa­
tion, if t he states rights of Bohemia were to be 
recognized and Bohemia should secure home 
rule, you would surely not suffer, and if this 
kingdom of Bohemia were inhabited wholly by 
Germans, you would be the most zealous cham­
pions of Bohemian home rule! 
"Gentlemen, the German history shows that 
that nation has always stood by federation, home 
rule and autonomy, and if all the Bohemians should 
one morning be found dead, you Germans would 
lift up the banner of home rule and champion its 
cause much more effectively than we have done." 
(Applause). 
A FRENCHMAN ON THE PRESENT POLICY OF AUSTRIA. 
Speaking of the recent efforts of the German em­
peror to renew the friendly relations with Russia, and 
thus to revive the old Russo-German friendship, the 
"Vicomte d' Avenel" says* that the F rench need not 
be alarmed on th at account, inasmuch as they cannot 
demand that Russia be an enemy to all the world 
except the French—and moreover, the Russo-Ger­
man friendship may tend to avert war. What about 
Austria, however? The French may look upon the 
new state of affairs with satisf action, he says, but "we 
wonder," he goes on, "if A ustria, where the evident 
design of the Count Kalnoky's policy during the past 
two years has been to give Vienna th e place which 
now Berlin holds in the management of the Triple 
Alliance, will experience the same feelings as we do 
in regard to this matter. It is clear what this course 
of proceeding on the part of Mr. Caprivi, in seeking 
to re-establish those relations of c ourteous intimacy 
with St. Petersburg which had existed between the 
Romanovs and the Hohenzollerns for more than a 
century, has for its object—to relegate to second 
rank the Austro-Hungarian monarchy against which 
Russia harbors some ill-concealed grievances. 
Besides, the domestic affairs of Austria will suffice 
of themselves to occupy the Viennese cabinet, al­
though the latter has lately achieved some success 
at Belgrade, in the fall of the radical ministry and 
the coming to power of the liberal progressist party— 
a success which, it seems, cannot be of long duration. 
Assuming its functions three months ago, the 
*In the Revue des Deux Mondes, F ebruary 15, 1891. 
Windischgraetz ministry—in its early d ays it used to 
be maliciously called the ministry of Plener—was 
received with an ill conce aled distrust of all parties 
with the sole exception of the German Left. It has 
been successful in overcoming certain scruples of the 
Center and the Poles and strengthing its position. 
It has for its program t he war against federalism and 
democracy, or at least against that in which it be­
lieves to see an excess of either. Among the be­
quests of Count Taaffe, the ministry has found a 
universal suffrage bill, which it has repudiated, and 
the decree establishing the state of siege at P rague 
which it has maintained with the approval of the 
parliament of Vienna. 
To meet the question of universal suffrage, the new 
cabinet has prepared a new bi ll, which has been sub­
mitted to special commissioners for examination, and 
which allows the workingman to vote on certain oc­
casions; its framers, however, have taken care, in ac­
cordance with a ministerial declaration, to protect 
the "political preponderance of th e bourgeoisie and 
the landowners," and by landowners we must under­
stand the aristocracy. 
As against the "Slavonic League," through which 
the Young Chekhs would attempt to strengthen their 
influence by a firm union of the millions of Slavs in 
the North and the South of the monarchy, separated 
by German and Magyar regions, the government 
triumphantly points to the trial of the Omladina in 
Bohemia, the center of the agitation, in which 77 
persons have been tried and 160 witnesses examined. 
It is true that 45 of the accused have not reached 
yet the twentieth year, while 13 of them are less than 
17 years old. 
The prosecution of that society, or of that alleged 
society rather, which was shown to have among its 
members more noisy boys than adult revolutionaries— 
for, in Bohemian, Omladina real ly means but "young 
men"—has derived some interest from the assassina­
tion of a wretch by the name of Mrva, a hunchback 
like Triboulet, whose deformity won him the name o f 
Rigoletto of Tuscany. This fanciful conspirator was 
believed to be on good terms with the police of 
Prague; one of the leaders of theYoung Chekh party, 
Mr. Herold, had accused him in the Chamber of 
Deputies, that he was playing the part of a spy in the 
society, and a few days later two Omladinists stabbed 
Mrva to death with their poniards in order to punish 
him for his treachery. This tragic event furnished 
the ministry a powerful argument, sufficient to con­
vince the lukewarm deputies, that it was necessary to 
continue the state of siege in the Bohemian capital . 
Although the endless hearings at the trial of the 
Omladina have not brought to light anything partic­
ularly serious, and although the Supreme Court of 
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the empire has, in spite of the ministry, recognized 
the exclusive right of municip al authorities to indi­
cate names of streets in the language ofthe country— 
it will be remembered that this affair of pla tes indica­
ting the street names has lately created quite a stir 
in Bohemia, and has had its effect upon the present 
troubles—the troubles do not stop there,and the latest 
disturbances have proved that anarchistic elements 
are seeking to control a movement, which originally 
has been wholly national. There have been heard 
such outcries as, vive la sociale! vive /' anarchie! 
which, it must be admitted, have nothing in common 
with Bohemian home rule. 
We know that the leaders of the party, and Mr. 
Engel especially, have emphatically denied any con­
nection with the authors of these troubles, protesting 
in the name of their love of country and their loyalty 
to the Austrian monarchy. In France, where the 
legitimate efforts of the Bohemians to attain what is 
only just and reasonable, are watched with sympathy, 
public opinion should not unwisely encourage those 
imprudent exaggerations,* the result of which would 
be merely to retard the success of the very cause 
which they were hoped to serve. 
Relative independence can only be secured through 
an agreement between the monarch and his subjects, 
and anything that would transform the demands of 
the Young Chekhs into a revolutionary campaign, 
would stamp them in advance as futile. 
*The writer refers to the demonstrations at Paris, Nancy, etc., 
where Franco-Slavonic friendship was extolled. 
HISTORICAL. BREVITIES. 
The first Bohemian publisher, who was neither 
an author nor a printer, but merely a dealer in 
books, was Theobald Feger of Budweis. The 
first book published by him was H istory of H un­
gary by Stephen Turoz, printed for h im at Augs­
burg, in 1476, by Erhart Ratdolt. Prior to that 
time all book trade had been in the hands of 
printers. 
A rare curiosity is the earliest Bohemian news­
paper that appeared, in manuscript, in the year 
1495, under the title "News of th e Year of Ou r 
Lord One Thousand and 495." Half a century 
latter the republic of Ven ice commenced to pub­
lish similar manuscript newspapers. The first 
printed periodical publication in the Bohemian 
language is the "Regular News" of the Prague 
bookseller, Daniel Sedlcansky, published in 1515 
by a special license from the king, Rudolph II. 
Until the middle of the sixteenth century, white 
was the color of mourning dress worn at the king's 
funeral. Black w as employed for the first time in 
1547, at the funeral of t he queen Anna Jagiello, 
wife of Ferdinand I., th e Prague nobility follow­
ing, in this respect, the example of Vienna. White 
mourning robes were the custom among the an­
cient Slavs. 
The Hussite wars in which the Bohemians so 
bravely fought, not for their religious freedom 
only, but for their very existence, cost the vic­
torious country an enormous loss of bloo d. It is 
estimated that 116,000 men, at the least, lost their 
lives in defense of the liberty of conscience an d 
the political independence of their country. In 
the battle of Lipany (1434) alone, there fell, ac­
cording to Tomek, 13,000 Taborites and 2,000 of 
their opponents. 
The Panslavistic movement which has so 
frightened those Germans and Magyars, who are 
great champions of liberty when they themselves 
are concerned, but turn oppressors of the ir Slav­
onic neighbors whenever an opportunity is pre­
sented—that movement is not of rece nt date. It 
is as ancient as the Slavonic nations. Under 
Samo, Svatopluk, the Bohemian and the Polish 
Boleslavs, Wenceslas II., Korybut, etc., the Slavs 
repeatedly attempted to establish one united 
Slavonic commonwealth in middle Europe, with 
varying success. Jan Zizka, the avenger of Hus , 
knew too well the objects of Bohemia's enemies, 
when he said he was defending the "Slavonic na­
tion." It was the democratic spirit of the Ancient 
Slavs, who would not submit to the firm hand of a 
ruler, that kept them separate and prevented them 
from establishing a powerful state in middle 
Europe. 
AUSTRIA AND THE TRIPLE ALLIANCE. 
From the Chicago Tribune. 
The Parisian paper, La Vie Contemporaine, publish­
ed an article by Mr. Eim, one of the most prominent 
writers and orators among the Chekhs, telling what 
his people want and how they regard the foreign 
policy of Austria. He says they do not wish to 
form a sovereign state, but to reclaim for their coun­
try and people a modern form of self government 
(home rule). They want to be considered as a mem­
ber of a monarchical confederation established on a 
basis of democracy. The writer declares that the 
realization of their desire would not in any respect 
menace the unity of the monarchy, but on the con­
trary would increase its power by gaining for it the 
cordial support of a now dissatisfied element. 
But Mr. Eim says his people are resolutely op­
posed to the triple alliance, and above all to the 
double Austro-German alliance. They regard these 
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alliances with their sworn enemies dangerous to the 
monarchy and to their own nationality. It is the 
height of folly to suppose that Germany would inter­
fere to protect the supposed interest of Austria in 
the Balkans as against Russia, and a compact with 
Italy promises nothin g at all. He expresses a con­
viction that the most natural alliance for Austria 
would be on the one side with Russia a nd on the 
other with France. Between the last named and 
Austria there is no opposition of interests, while in 
many respects the interests of the two are almost 
identical. "The enemies of France are the enemies 
of Austria." 
The Chekhs hail with joy the confirmation of the 
entente cordiale between France and Russia. They 
are tired of the preponderance of Germany, for they 
know that so long as it lasts they will experience 
difficulty in obtainin g their autonomy. So long as 
the Germans have the supremacy they will not re­
nounce the hope of Germanizing the Chekhs. His 
people see in the F ranco-Russian alliance not only a 
guarantee of universal peace but the safeguard for 
their own nationality. They are convinced that 
France would not be a silent spectator if the Hohen-
zollern monarch should essay to lay hands on coun­
tries which constitute a part of the crown of Bohem­
ia. They love and venerate France because it is a 
land of liberty and progress, an asylum for the dis­
tressed and a benefactor to humanity, and because 
true democratic progress flourishes on its soil. In 
recent times the French have given proof of heart­
felt sympathy with their cause. When the Chekhs 
have obtained their liberty and conquered from Aus­
tria the political power which is their due, Bohemia 
will occupy, in proportion to its strength, a position 
in Europe which will permit it to hold in check the 
secret or open projects of Germany against it. Mr. 
Eim says that in this particular the Bohemian ques­
tion is an international one, the solution of whic h 
will be of the greatest importance to the States of 
Europe that wish to preserve their power. 
THE NEW ELECTORAL BILE. 
Communicated by J. R. 
When Count Taafife resigned there was a change 
of men, but not of measures in Austria. The cause 
of Taaffe's resignation was the proposed electoral bill, 
for which he was unable to obtain a majority of the 
Austrian Reichsrath. The reconstructed cabinet, 
under the leadership of Taaffe's successor, Alfred 
Windischgraetz, has agreed on a new electoral bill. 
Neither of these bills conveys a universal suffrage to 
the citizens of Aus tria, and the only difference be­
tween the two propositions is just this: Taaffe's bill 
contemplated the same number of deputies, to be 
elected by the same groups of electors, but in the 
groups of cities and villages the indirect suffrage, the 
right to vote for electors, was to be extended to all 
people who are of age and able to read and write. 
The Windischgraetz proposition is to form another 
separate group of voters, the fifth, which would em­
brace the new voters, to whom the suffrage shall be 
extended, viz.: all those who are of age and gradu­
ated in any educational institution above the common 
school, and those who pay any tax whatever (the 
present tax qualification being five florins of direct 
tax). The new group shall have 43 deputies, increas­
ing thereby the present apportionment. The old 
pernicious sy stem of election by groups, however, is 
to remain. While an extension of suffrage is a step 
in the right direction, yet from a nationalistic standpoint 
there is not the slightest advantage for the Chekhs in 
the new bill. Under the present apportionment there 
are 191 Germans, 61 Chekhs (inclusive of 12 large 
landholders), 58 Poles, 7 Ruthenians, 15 Slovenians, 
9 Croatians, 4 Rumenians, 7 Italians and 1 Serbian . 
With the addition proposed there would be about 
210 Germans, no more than 70 Chekhs, about 63 
Poles, 17 Slovenians, 9 Rumenians, 10 Croatians and 
9 Italians. There would be about thrice as many 
Germans as Chekhs, though the per cent, of Germans 
in Austria is 36.1 as against 23.3 of Chekhs. The 
following figures will show that the injustice under 
which the Chekhs has been suffering, will continue. 
Austrian Nationalties. Per cent of Popu­lation. 
Per cent of Repre­
sentation. 
Germans 3 6 . 1  52. 
Chekhs 23.3 17-5 
Poles 15-8 15-7 
Ruthenians 1 3 . 2  2 . 2  
Slovenians 5 4 . 2  
Croatians 2 . 8  2-5 
Italians 2 . 9  2-7 
There is to be one German deputy to 40,280 Ger­
man population, but only one Chekh deputy to 
78,180 Chekh population. 
There is a remnant of a Chekh colony at Rixdorf 
near Berlin, Germany. The emmigrants who have 
established the same more than 150 years ago, it is 
said, received lands and other inducements from the 
government. There are about 50 old people in the 
colony yet, who can converse in the C hekh language, 
but the growing generation is German. 
Dr. Emil Holub, the noted African e xplorer, who 
arranged a very interesting exposition of his collec­
tions in both Vienna and Prague in 1892, presented 
the Bohemian museum with a very valuable part of 
his collection, consisting of 174 articles. 
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THE BOHEMIAN DIET. 
The last session of the Bohemian Diet was opened 
December 28th 93, and closed on the 17th of 
February, 1894. The session accordingly lasted 
seven weeks and three days. The enemies of Bo­
hemian home rule had loudly demanded that the 
Diet should consider economical questions exclusive­
ly, that it should give its attention to the material 
prosperity of the country and ignore national and 
constitutional questions altogether. The enemies of 
Bohemian home rule posed before the people as the 
best friends of the farmer and the workingman, y et 
when the time for action arrived, their brilliant prom­
ises proved to have been but empty phrases. The 
German-aristocratic majority of the Diet did very 
little to relieve the poor classes of the people. The 
Bohemian kingdom is naturally a wealthy land, yet, 
owing to the iniquities of taxation, it is unable to 
support itself and has to borrow millions yearly to 
cover up its deficits. One of the richest countries of 
Europe cannot relieve the financial stringency now 
prevailing among its people. The Young Chekh 
party tried to do its best, yet its efforts have been 
frustrated by the nobility. 
Through the Count Ledebur, the so-called "histor­
ical" nobility of Bohemia, which still cherishes rem­
iniscences of feudal times, declared itself an ally of 
the present central government—a combination of 
parties hostile to Bohemia. In that combination the 
Bohemian nobility see their last resort. They are 
justly afraid of the democratic movement in Bohemia 
which threatens the existence oftheir class privileges, 
and the only escape from that horrible fate (the rec­
ognition of equality of all citizens) they see in an alli­
ance with the Germans., and the maintenance of th e 
existing condition of t hings. The enemies of Bohem­
ian home rule have joined hands in order to check 
that democratic movement and to wage war upon the 
Young Chekhs who demand a just and equal repre­
sentation of the people in both the diet and the par­
liament. The victory has been won in the diet 
by the so-called liberal German party. It is a 
queer alliance: German liberals and conservative 
nobility! Yet they have a common object which 
unites them, the defeat of Bohemian home rule. Let 
us hope that their unrighteous cause will not succeed. 
EOUIS KOSSUTH. 
The death of Louis Kossuth, which occurred March 20, 
at Turin, Italy, removes one of the most interesting per­
sonages of the century, doubly interesting for every Bo­
hemian: for he was of Slavonic decent, and yet, in his ex­
cessive Magyar zeal, he blasted the political hopes of the 
Austrian Slavs. 
Kossuth was born of noble parents of Slavonic descent 
at Monok, County of Zemplin, Hungary, April 27,1802. 
lie was an only son and his father gave him the best edu­
cation he could aford, and he was soon known as a zeal­
ous democrat and an eloquent orator. 
His humanitarian activities during the cholera scourge 
of 1831 increased his popularity among the peasantry and 
he was sent to Presburg as the Proxy of a magnate in the 
upper house of the diet, where he had a voice but no 
vote. Kossuth resorted to the innovation of defending 
his position in a series of revolutionary "parliamentary 
communications," which were printed in the patriotic 
newspapers, and, in spite of efforts to suppress them, 
widely circulated throughout the country. 
His career in the diet at an end Kossuth continued 
what he perceived to be a powerful method of influencing 
public thought by publishing in a periodical edited in 
Pesth a series of "Municipal Communications." The 
government did all in its power to suppress this journal, 
but as the prohibition was without the sanction of the 
diet, Kossuth refused to be bound by it and placed him­
self under the protection of the county of Pesth and 
other counties, which sent tenders of protection. 
For this act of rebellion Kossuth was seized by the 
government agents, tried for treason, found guilty and 
sentenced to four years' imprisonment. The diet of 1839-
40 being liberal, the government was obliged to liberate 
the patriot in order to gain appropriations to carry on the 
policy forced upon it by the attitude of the Thiers move­
ment in France. 
He started the Pesth Journal with the avowed inten­
tion of correcting, or at least of exposing, every abuse in 
the political, moral and industrial regimes of the country. 
He declared that the country should be given the freedom 
accorded under the English constitution, not as a grant 
by the nobles, but as the inalienable right of human be­
ings to enjoy liberty. 
In 1847 he was elected to the diet in the opposition of 
government and became the leader of the house by his 
eloquence and his boldness in all that pertained to the 
needs of the people. He assumed an attitude of open 
hostility to the government, and when the news of the 
crisis in other countries of Europe reached his ears he 
knew that the time was come for the coup which he had 
been contemplating for a long time. 
March 3, 1848, w as the turning point in his career, for 
then it was that he delivered in the open diet an address, 
which resulted in the diet sendiug to the emperor a de­
mand, that a charter of rights be granted to the country 
and that the independence of Hungary be restored. 
Metternich fled and Kossuth was received in the capital 
of the empire as a liberator. He was given the finance 
portfolio of the new government of independent Hungary. 
Then followed the memorable struggle to retain that 
which had been won, known as the Hungarian revolution, 
and the bitter defeat of the patriotic arms. After the 
fall of the Kossuth government he was cast into prison 
in Widin and Kutahia, finally to be released on the in­
tervention of the United States and England. 
September 5, 1851, h e was received on the United States 
ship Mississippi, which had been sent to him with a reso 
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lution of the senate, and sailed for the United States. He 
was received with high distinction at all the ports of Italy, 
France, Spain and England, and arrived in the United 
States December 5, 1851. He made a triumphal tour of 
the country, at every point pleading the cause of liis coun­
try, and in 1852 he returned to Europe, where he 
formed a revolutionary triumvirate with Mazzini and 
Ledru-Rollin and participated in the struggles of 1853 and 
of 1859, but with no great measure of success. His later 
life has been spent in almost complete seclusion. For 
several years he had resided at Turin where he died. 
Kossuth has been repeatedly eulogized as a staunch 
champion of Hungarian liberty. While we concede his 
zeal in the struggle for the political freedom of Hungary, 
(properly of "Magyaria") we cannot forget that the word 
"liberty", as he understood it, had a very narrow mean­
ing. He sought liberty solely for the Magyars, but oppression 
or extinction for other nationalities (the Slovaks, Croatians, 
Serbians, etc.,) who formed over 50 p er cent, of the popu­
lation of Hungary! The Serbians he called a "band of 
robbers" (how liberal!), and the demands of the Croatians 
for equal rights with the Magyars aroused his wrath. 
His desire was to Magyarize or destroy all the Indo-
European nationalities of Hungary and make them slaves 
to the Mongolian Magyars, the first cousins of the Turks 
and Tartars. And that is why the revolution failed, be­
cause Kossuth himself stirred up a civil war in Hungary. 
The Austrian government cunningly took advantage of 
the dissensions and bound all the nationalities with the 
iron fetters of absolutism. Bach would have been im­
possible had Kossuth treated the other nationalities 
fairly. 
THE FIRST INDUSTRIAL EXPOSITION. 
Expositions of industrial, artistic and agricultural pro­
ducts are the invention of modern times. Of course, they 
have not been invented by chance or accident. They are 
a natural result and outgrowth of the great expansion of 
commerce and industry in the second half of the eight­
eenth century—expositions are but a link in the long 
chain of industrial evolution, They are not without pre­
decessors: the mediaeval markets, the oriental bazaars, 
occasional collections of manufactures, novelties and 
rarities, and the like- In this way we might trace indus­
trial exhibitions back into remote antiquity to their em­
bryos; yet exhibitions, in the true sense of the word, as 
we now understand them, distinct from mere markets, 
are children of modern times. The eighteenth century— 
the century which gave us Voltaire and Rousseau, and the 
great French and American revolutions and with them a 
throng of new ideas and ideals—that century gave us the 
first industrial exhibition. Last year being an exhibition 
year, I determined to gather all the important datas con­
cerning that first genuine exhibition, and in this article I 
present the results of my investigation to the reader. It 
was more than mere curiosity that prompted me to under­
take this work; industrial exhibitions being uuiversally 
admitted to be important educational factors, in truth, to 
be great industrial schools, a more than usual interest 
necessarily attaches to the questions: Which was the first 
industrial exposition? Where was it held? What were 
its causes, its objects and its results? 
The first exhibition of industrial, artistic and agricul­
tural products ever held, the first great show of its kind 
which opened the modern era of exhibitions, was inaugur­
ated on the 14th of September, 1791, in Prague, the capital 
of Bohemia. As early as the tenth century Prague was 
famous for its great cosmopolitan markets, frequented by 
merchants of many far off countries, as contemporaneous 
Arabian travellers testify. Prague was the capital of the 
Bohemian Kingdom, comprising Bohemia, Moravia, Silesia, 
Upper and Lower Lusatia. The three first named coun­
tries excelled their neighbors in many lines of industry, 
notedly in the manufacture of glassware and textile fab­
rics. To this day they take the foremost rank among the 
industrial countries of the Austro-Hungarian Empire. In 
the middle of the eighteenth century, however, Bohemia 
lost one of her jewels, Silesia, which, taken by military 
conquest, became incorporated with Prussia under Frederick 
the Great. Thus Silesia, formerly a friendly country, be­
came a rival and a competitor of Bohemia in the markets 
of Europe. This misfortune, instead of paralyzing Bo­
hemian industries, only stimulated the Bohemians to 
greater activity. Counts Harrach, Kinsky, Buquoy and 
other noblemen vied with one another in encouraging do­
mestic industry. Many factories established in those try­
ing times are flourishing still to-day. Yet the new indus­
tries were at first looked upon with distrust, to remove 
which was one of the objects of the exposition of 1791. 
Officially the mission of the exhibition was briefly stated 
to be: "To make the people acquainted with the pro­
ducts of human industry and the products of art, and to 
show what kinds of manufactures and products surpassed 
others, and which were defective." Does not this pithy 
sentence express the mission and object of all industrial 
exhibitions? How different this is from a mere market: 
in a market, the goods and wares are primarily intended 
for sale, and the owner's profit becomes its chief object; 
in an exhibition the educational mission prevails, whereas, 
any possible sales or profits are contemplated only as a 
secondary result or not contemplated at all. 
The idea to hold an industrial exhibition at Prague, 
originated with Joseph Anthony Sclireyer, a commercial 
councilor, Henry Francis Count Rottenhan, the supreme 
burgrave of Bohemia. Schreyer whose essays on 
the industries and commerce of Bohemia, published 
in 1790-1799, give us the best picture of the in­
dustrial and commercial status of Bohemia during the 
latter half of the eighteenth century, appears to have been 
the heart and soul of the new enterprise. It was no easy 
task to select convenient time for holding the exhibition 
and secure the greatest possible notoriety for it. We 
must remember that in those times there were no rail­
roads, no steamships and very, very few newspapers. 
Fortunately, the coronation of Leopold II. and Maria 
Louisa, as king and queen of Bohemia, was to be celebrated 
in Prague in September, 1791. Such a rare event would 
naturally draw large crowds of influential persons to the 
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capital, and accordingly September 1791 was wisely chosen 
for the inauguration of the exhibition. The coronation 
was to precede, and the exhibition was to be made a part 
of the celebration. The king himself was to be the first 
to see the proofs of his country's progress. In July all the 
Bohemian manufacturers received invitations from the 
Count Rottenlian to participate in the exposition and to 
send their best finished goods as well as pattern cards. 
The invitations were cheerfully complied with; more ex­
hibits were sent than expected, and Commercial Councilor 
J. A. Schreyer was commissioned to arrange them accord­
ing to materials in the large hall of the General Seminary. 
He performed his task well, for "the exhibits were so well 
arranged, that even an unprejudiced foreigner was bound 
to give them his approval." (Actenmassige Krbnungsge-
schichte, etc., by Johann Debrois, Prague, 1792, page 177.) 
On the 7th of September, 1791, Leopold and Maria Louisa 
were crowned in the St. Vitus Cathedral, and a week later, 
September 14th, 1791, the first industrial exhibition was 
inaugurated. 
I am well aware that many of my readers may never 
have heard or read about the Prague exhibition of 1791. 
My favorite Encyclopedia Britannica knows nothing about 
it. All this is easily explained. Bohemia is rather far 
from England, her language and history known but to few 
Englishmen, is it to be wondered at then, that in those 
times of tardy communication, English eyes failed to 
notice the Bohemian Exhibition? Even at the present, 
England learns of Bohemia only through the accounts of 
her enemies. To be sure, I was educated myself in the 
orthodox belief that the Paris exhibition of 1798.was the 
first, and to be frank, I must own my obligations to the 
Chicago Harold for pointing out to me the pathway to 
truth. In its issue of Sunday, April 27th, 1890, I found 
the following lines: 
"Strictly speaking-, expositions of industrial, artistic and agricul­
tural products date from an earlier period. For it is almost a hundred 
years ago—September 14, 1791—when the first of them was inauguated 
in Prague, the capital of Bohemia, and this was followed in 1798 by the 
first Paris exposition." 
This led me to investigate the matter thoroughly and 
this article is the result of my labors. Should any of my 
readers desire further particulars or a more detailed study 
of the exposition of 1791,1 must refer them to the work of 
Debrois, quoted above, and the work of Valenta cited be­
low. Most of my information, however, is derived from 
a Bohemian memorial work entitled "Sto let pr&ce" .(A 
Hundred Years of Work), Prague, 1892. This work reviews 
all authorities and gives a history of industrial exhibitions 
in Bohemia. The partial list of exhibits we give below is 
taken from the book of Debrois quoted above. 
The exhibition was held in the great hall of the General 
Seminary (now the Clementinum), the exhibits were ar­
ranged in 49 sections forming two rectangular parallelo­
grams. All the important products and manufactures of 
Bohemia, sugar alone excepted, were represented. We 
cannot give a full list of all the exhibits, yet we shall 
mention those of special importance: 
Section 1. Flax. 
Section 2. Linen, including all sorts from the finest to 
the coarsest. Four skeins of the finest make weighed 
only one and one-half ounce. 
Section 6. Textile fabrics, designed for the export 
trade, as: platilles royales, plain simples or boccadilles, 
plain grises or chollets; creas, gerlachs, tandems or doubles 
silesies, hollandilles, bretagnes, rouennes, sangalletes or 
toiles teintes, toiles cavallines, toiles de matelots, etc. 
Section 9. Various kinds of veils. 
Section 16. Glassware, smooth, polished, rounded, cut, 
colored, mostly export goods. 
Section 24-26. Woolen goods. 
Section 80. Wooden goods. 
Section 34 and 35. Silken wares. 
Section 36. Metallic buttons. 
Section 37 a nd 38. Precious stones, garnets, jewelry. 
Section 39. Tinware. 
Section 40. Artificial flowers. 
Section 42. Varnished goods of papier-maclffi. 
Section 43. Statuary. 
All the principal factories of Bohemia sent samples of 
their manufactures to the exposition. As would be ex­
pected, the most important ones, that is, glassware, linen 
and woolen goods, were assigned the largest space. Bo­
hemian glass is justly famous throughout the world and 
to this day has continued to be one cf the chief articles of 
the Bohemian export trade. Visitors to the Columbian 
World's Fair, at Chicago, all agreed that the exhibit of 
Bohemian glass, in the Manufactures and Liberal Arts 
Building, was the finest of all the exhibits of Austria. 
Beside glass, textile fabrics were given especial attention 
in the exposition of 1791, for it was in this line that the 
competition of Silesia was most keenly felt. The exhibi­
tion was intended to demonstrate the high grade of goods 
of Bohemian make, to clear away doubts and remove 
prejudices as to the quality of domestic wares, and it ap­
pears to have fulfilled its mission well. We quote what 
an unofficial critic* says about the impression the exhib­
its had made upon him: "A glance at these manufact­
ured goods will furnish a convincing proof of the fact 
that Bohemian industries have made considerable pro­
gress, and that, under wise management, they are capable 
of still higher development." 
The exposition was a great mirror reflecting the good 
qualities of Bohemian wares as well as their defects; it 
was an object lesson which gave considerable impetus to 
Bohemian enterprise. In this respect its effects were 
very similar to those of the first Paris exhibition of 1798. 
"Our exhibition," says Minister Neufchateau in his re­
port on the exposition of 1798, "has not had a large at­
tendance on the part of exhibitors, it is true, yet it was 
quite sufficiently attended considering the fact that it was 
our first military expedition in an industrial war, an ex­
pedition boding evil to British industry. Our industrial 
establishments will become arsenals which will furnish us 
with weapons against British supremacy!" Now if we 
substitute Bohemia for France, and Saxony and Silesia 
for Great Britain, we may say the same concerning the 
J. Yalenta, in his "Tagebuch der bohmisctaen Konigskronung," pp. 
336 and 338, Prague, 1791. 
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Prague exhibition. For the exhibition was truly a war­
like undertaking. Its chief object was to demonstrate the 
ability of Bohemian manufacturers to compete with for­
eigners—and what else is competition than war? It may 
be wholesome, but it may also become as baneful as real 
war. The other day I happened to read a paper which 
called the World's Columbian Exposition "the grandest 
work of peace." I should prefer calling it "the grandest 
battle of a peaceful war," though it may sound paradoxi­
cal. But after all this is merely a matter of words. 
Among the first visitors to the exposition of 1791 was 
naturally the king, Leopold II., who entered the hall ac­
companied by the Archdukes Francis, Charles, Leopold 
and Joseph, the Saxon Prince Anthony, and the supreme 
burgrave. They were preceded by the queen, members of 
the cabinet and the foremost of noblemen. The king 
showed a marked interest in the exhibition, scrutinized 
exibits, asked questions, and left the hall perfectly satis­
fied. 
The first centennary of the first exibition was celebrated 
by the Bohemians by a centennial exhibition held in the 
Eoyal Park in Prague from May 15th till October 18th, 
1891; it showed the great progress Bohemia had made 
during the last one hundred years, was open on Sundays 
as well as on other days, had nearly three million visitors 
and was a complete success. 
THE THREE BOHEMIAS. 
From the Chicago "Music." 
The latest edition of Webster's Dictionary, the Inter­
national, gives three different meanings of the word " Bo­
hemian. " It is said to mean: first, a native of Bohemia, 
secondly, an idle stroller or gypsy, and thirdly, an adven­
turer in art or literature, of irregular, unconventional 
habits, questionable tastes or free morals. Apparently 
there can be no logical or linguistical connection between 
any two of the above meanings and none among the three 
taken together. A Bohemian Slav, a gypsy, and a literary 
adventurer have nothing in common, Yet we hear and 
read of Bohemia as understood in all the three different 
senses: A country of central Europe, a land of Gypsies, 
and an imaginary region of literary adventures. The 
causes of this strange confusion of terms and the origin of 
the three Bohemias must be sought in history. It is in­
teresting to note that music played an important part in 
the philological process. 
The genuine Bohemians are a branch of the great 
family of Slavonic nations. Their home is the heart of 
Europe, in Bohemia, Moravia, Silesia and northern 
Hungary. These countries they have inhabited ever since 
the middle of the fifth century of our era. Their language 
is (according to Webster) the richest and most developed 
of all Slavonic languages- They have their own litera­
ture—you may get a glimpse at it in the library of the 
Woman's building at the Exposition—and have done more 
than their share of work in the cause of civilization. It 
will suffice to mention the names of a few men they have 
given to the world: they have given us a Hus, a Comenius, 
a Brozik, a Dvor&k. 
Who are the gypsies ? A nomadic race; a remnant of 
several East India tribes, perhaps mixed with tribes of 
Persian origin. In Europe they appeared the first time 
about the commencement of the tenth century. Being 
strangers and supposed to have come from Egypt, they 
were accordingly christened Egyptians (gypsy, gitano). 
The French were the first to call them Bohemians, and 
the English accepted the new name. At present the 
home of the gypsies is chiefly in Hungary and the Danubian 
states, although they love nomandic life and like to 
wander all over Europe. In those countries where they 
live a settled life, they pursue chiefly the trade of black­
smiths and farriers. 
How did the unfortunate confusion of "gypsies" and Bo­
hemians originate? It is the work of the French. The French 
—I mean the mediaeval French and the French of the six­
teenth, seventeenth and eighteenth centuries —were never 
noted for any unusual knowledge of geography; to them, 
in the fifteenth century, Bohemia was a terra incognita; 
they knew only that Bohemians were black-skinned 
heretics who fought against the pope and his servants, 
and who were particularly fond of song, music and dance. 
When the first gypsies appeared in France (in the fif­
teenth century) they were found to correspond with the 
imaginary Bohemians of the superstitious French; they 
were dark-complexioned, fond of song, music and dance, 
and came from an unknown country—accordingly, they 
were readily christened Bohemians, and the new appella­
tion accepted afterward by the English. This confusion 
has not been entirely cleared away to this day; nay, many 
new and strange coincidences have contributed toward a 
further continuation of that ethnological blunder. Thus, 
the famous Gypsy composer Csermak, whom a German 
critic justly considers the greatest of the national com­
posers of Hungary, was, in fact, the son of a Bohemian 
lady of high rank, whom the well known prejudices of 
aristocracy prevented from legalizing and acknowledging 
her son. Csermak was a gypsy by his associations, but a 
Bohemian by his birth. Again, the favorite instrument 
of both the Bohemians and the gypsies is the violin, and 
as gypsy musicians may be found in Bohemia as well as 
in other countries,this fact gives additional strength to 
the wrong theory. 
Much mischief has been done, too, by the " Bohemian 
Girl," the well known opera of Balfe. It is true, we hear 
strains of Bohemian (Slavonic) music in the opera—Balfe 
has borrowed the tune of a Bohemian folksong, the 
"Husitskd, " which we have had the pleasure to hear at 
the folk-lore concert, July 14, 1893—but the heroine has 
not a drop of Bohemian blood in her veins, she is a pure 
gypsy, and the opera should have been correctly entitled 
" Gypsy Girl." Some people still persist in identifying 
the gypsies with Bohemians, to the great annoyance 
of the latter. A short time ago a reporter of 
the Chicago Inter Ocean attended a Bohemian con­
cert at the hall of the Slovanskd Lipa. On the 
following morning we read in that paper that "several 
hundred sturdy gypsies were present at the concert. " A 
correction was demanded, but the reporter explained that 
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he meant no insult, but merely intended his words as a 
joke! A peculiar joke, indeed! 
This much for the two meanings of the word Bohemian. 
The third (meaning a literary adventurer) is but the 
second (a gypsy) used metaphorically. 
I hope we shall hear no more of any instances of mis­
takes in those words. Let us call the dark complexioned 
nomads gypsies, never applying that name to Bohemians. 
The latter name belongs only to the Slavonic inhabitants 
of Bohemia, Moravia, Silesia and northern Hungary, once 
forming the historical kingdom of Bohemia, whose people 
are a nation of musicians, and one of whose son is ex­
pected to establish a school of national music in this free 
land of ours. 
THE TAIEOR AND THE SPARROW. 
FROM THE BOHEMIAN OF SVATOPLUK CECH. 
I love those plebeians among birds, the grey-feathered 
race of sparrows. I love them because they are so ugly, 
common and despised, like proletarians. Even the Scrip­
ture speaks of them in contempt: "are not two sparrows 
sold for a farthing? and one of them shall not fall on the 
ground without your father." Mark that: not one 
sparrowl 
The sparrow does not attempt to win man's favor by 
handsome looks or a pretty voice, he never dreams of a 
career that ends on the perch of a golden cage or on the 
white finger of a charming princess, with a piece of sugar 
in her rosy mouth: he is satisfied with a crumb of bread 
wherever he finds it, and if he finds none, he falls,without 
any ceremonies, into the common grave of all beings. 
Some one will say that a sparrow is not a suitable bird 
for the holy grove of poetry. I should not advise poets 
myself to enter into close relations with him. In my 
room I had once kept for three days a little sparrow with 
his beak still yellow. I found real delight in his hopping 
around, his good appetite, and his modest, youthful at­
tempts at flying up. Once I sat writing at my desk. 
Suddenly I hear a frrr! and find the little sparrow sitting 
on my arm. Delighted at his familiar ways, I took him in 
my hands, smoothed his feathers and carressed him- Then 
I placed him upon the desk. In the meantime, while I 
went on writing, the sparrow would turn his little grey 
head hither and thither, looking askance at me with his 
little eyes, black and glistening. Suddenly, however, lie 
jumped right upon my half-unfinished novel and No, 
I shall not tell you how he treated the most effective pas­
sage of my new novel; I will only say that, in that mo­
ment, I considered sparrows wholly unpoetical. 
And yet the sparrows have their own poesy. Just look 
at them on a beautiful, sunny day, when, chattering on 
an old balcony or among the branches of a blooming tree, 
they fill the entire neighborhood with merriment, or in 
time of foul weather, when, sitting in a row under the 
cornice, they look gloomy at the falling rain. ... I hope 
you know those paintings by Giacomelli! That is the 
common, everyday poetry of the poor, poetry in a shabby 
coat. 
I have had abundant opportunity to study the life of 
those winged proletarians. 
Late in the fall I moved to a remote quarter of the 
city. My windows open into a small, neglected garden of 
old acacias and chestnut trees, in the rear of which there 
stands a delapidated house two stories high, built in a 
quaint style of the past. It is covered with tiles, and 
from its awkward roof there projects a small addition, a 
little house with two small windows which resembles the 
little wren of the fairy tale soaring to heaven on the back 
of an eagle. 
The bare ground and the leafless trees of the garden, 
its ancient walls with quaint vases and strange statuettes, 
the cornices and the roof of the house, all that was a 
playing ground of a large flock of sparrows. They liked 
best to gather on the narrow strip of the roof that separ­
ated the second story from the addition mentioned above. 
I soon discovered the reason why. One afternoon I es­
pied in one of the two little windows the small, delicate 
figure of a poorly dressed boy, holding a slice of bread in 
his hand. He opened the window and threw crumbs of 
bread to his guests assembled on the roof. In his pretty 
face there shone a child's joy as he looked upon the merry 
crowd of sparrows gathering at the feast. 
This little act of charity,which was repeated during the 
following days, at once won my heart to the generous 
friend of the sparrows. It was a touching spectacle to 
see that the grey-feathered beggars had to seek alms so 
high, at that little house which, no doubt, was the home 
of the poorest tenants. Unwillingly I turned my eye 
toward the other window. I could not suppress a smile. 
That windy little house was the home of a tailor. He 
was a comical figure. From morning till night he would 
sit with his work at the window on a low chair which stood 
upon a high foot-stool so that I was enabled to see his 
figure from head to heel. He was small, lean, and ill-
shaped, and his hands long out of all proportion. His 
bald head wore only three grayish locks, resembling those 
of the Saint Peter as represented by our artists; his face 
was thin, his chin covered with a silvery goatee. 
I soon found out how political sympathies affected men 
who were perfect strangers. Both of us were regular 
subscribers to a newspaper of pronounced democratic 
tendencies. As soon as I received my paper in the morn­
ing, the tailor would spread his paper before him and 
read its articles with piety. Whenever I was through 
with reading the paper or an important item of news I 
would instinctively look up at the tailor in order to read 
in his face what effect the news had made upon him. And 
he, too, would seek in my looks the echo of his own senti­
ments. Thus we exchanged mimically our views of pub­
lic affairs. And when a confiscation had deprived us of 
our daily reading, then you should have seen how indig­
nantly the tailor shook his head, how derisively he smiled, 
how fiery glances he threw at me—no, I would not dare 
interpret his looks in words. 
His needle was evidently consecrated — partially, at 
least—to the goddess Thalia. I often saw in his shop 
green frock-coats with large buttons and various mediaeval 
costumes, such as, no doubt, had never been woni by 
anybody in the Middle Ages. My supposition was strength­
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ened by the form of his son's cap, which looked exactly 
like the caps the pages used to wear in the times of 
chivalry. 
It seemed to me that the financial condition of the 
little tailor was not particularly bright. 
The snow had dressed the small statues on the garden 
wall in a robe of white, it glittered on the branches 
of the acacias and chestnut trees, on the cornices 
and on the roof where the wind had formed considerable 
snow drifts on both sides of the little hut. Those were 
hard times for the sparrows—it was only here that they 
were sure to receive their daily meal from the little hand 
of the small boy whom I now loved the more. 
The Christmas day arrived. Behind the tailor's three-
legged chair there appeared a miniature imitation of a 
Christmas tree, built of short sticks covered with green 
paper fringes, on its top there stood the cardboard figure 
of an angel, and the few artificial branches bore about a 
dozen gilted nuts and exactly five sugar coated rolls— 
my Lord! In the first and second story there were to be 
seen young pines with their long branches bent under the 
weight of exquisite candies 
I stopped at a toy store and brought home a large box,the 
contents of which were sure to fascinate any boyish soul. 
It contained a full Liliputian battle, both terrestrial and 
naval: long rows of little leaden soldiers, both foot and 
cavalry men, officers, the staff, sanitary corps, tents, can­
nons, a fort with all necessary equipment, one battleship 
fully manned, and even one torpedo boat. As my old 
housekeeper was about to leave in the evening, I gave her 
that box with instructions to deliver it to the tailor, with­
out disclosing my name, as Jesus' Christmas gift to his 
little prince. 
A while latter some one knocked at my door. As the door 
opened, I immediately recognized the tailor of my vis a-
vis; under his arm he carried a large box—he had room 
for ten more. 
He walked in with a salutation and a bow. 
"Ah, our master! You're welcome. Sit down! What 
do you bring me?" I inquired in a hearty tone, offering a 
chair to my guest. It was evident that my old house­
keeper was unable to keep the seal of silence upon her 
prattling lips. 
While I was engaged in lighting my lamps, the tailor 
said, apparently embarrassed: "I come to thank you for 
the kindness you have shown toward me and my 
son. I regret, however, that I cannot accept your pretty 
gift." Speaking thus he placed the box upon the table. 
"Ah, such a trifle," I said, blushing, "I hoped I should 
not offend you with this little gift." 
"Oh, how could your kindness offend me? On the con­
trary, it is I who am afraid to offend you by refusing 
your gift. Still I cannt do otherwise, it would be against 
my principle. My son is allowed to receive gifts from me 
alone, and I accept gifts from no one." 
This pride in a shabby coat was, perhaps, noble, but 
yet it did not please me very much. 
"That thing is not worth speaKing about," I replied, 
suppressing my chagrin. "I thought it would please your 
little son—I think he is a good boy—I have no one to 
send Christmas gifts to —We are old acquaintances, so to 
say—why, sit down, please." 
"I thank you frankly once more," said the tailor, sit­
ting down, "and were your gift of a different sort, who 
knows if I would not prove untrue to my principles." 
"Why, don't you like my little present?" I exclaimed 
in surprise, "is not your boy fond of toys?" 
"How should he not? Why, he's a mere child. But 
toys of this kind are not suitable for him. In my absence 
my wife received and opened the box. You will perhaps 
smile, at least mentally, but I cannot but own to you that I 
would gladly break to pieces all toys like those in this 
box. Is it not enough that our sons will some time be 
thrust in soldiers' coats and led into wild fights—shall 
we also corrupt tlieir childish plays with the poison of that 
bloody spectacle which makes the earth blush with human 
blood even in our enlightened times, ay, even more so 
than ever before? Shall we teach our little ones to de­
light in that horrible play which nations perform, not 
with a handful of leaden soldiers, but with hundreds of 
thousands of living, feeling and thinking men? Never! 
Let us rather teach them to know war in its naked horror 
and fill their breasts with a holy wrath and hatred of 
that fury, which has been preying for ages upon the 
vitals of mankind. I know that you will not laugh at 
my words, that you will not take them for bombastic 
phrases gathered from newspaper articles. You may say, 
however, "I, too, am a democrat and a humanitarian, I 
consider war a great evil—but it seems comical to me to 
place the ban upon innocent children's toys on that ac­
count. I do not think so. I think that such toys have a 
bad effect upon their childish minds, that they lead them 
in the wrong direction. And, besides, to me it seems 
blasphemy to place like toys in a child's hands in the 
name of him, who has given to the world the law of love, 
and in honor of his birthday, the day that saw angels 
coming down to the shepherds with the joyous shouts of: 
Peace be to all men on earth!—Ah, excuse my declama­
tion. I am somewhat of a theater man myself." 
In this way, though in simpler words, spoke the honest 
tailor. Although I could not prevent a smile I was recon­
ciled to him. He is surely a better Democrat than I am. 
"You are right, in part," I said, "God alone knows if 
the light of pure humanity will ever dispel those bloody 
clouds." 
My guest arose. "I have something at heart yet. You 
are single, sir, and so I thought, if you have not been in­
vited by somebody else for.to-night, we should be pleased, 
why, you have said yourself that we were old 
acquaintances, so to say." 
"Ah, would that be proper for me?" I exclaimed laugh­
ing. "You have refused my little present and I should 
accept your invitation?" 
"Oh, it will be a modest supper; still 1 hope you will be 
satisfied. My wife was formerly a nobleman's cook. We 
lack one to make up an even number. I am not super­
stitious, to be sure, but my wife '' 
At last I accepted the invitation on condition that I 
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should be allowed to bring some picture books for the 
boy. 
That Christmas day I spent a pleasant evening in the 
plain but cozy room of the little hut. The tailor had not 
overpraised the culinary accomplishments of his wife, the 
conversation was spirited, and the picture books I brought 
and the imitated Christmas tree certainly gave the boy a 
greater pleasure than the pines and the piles of candies 
and toys did to his colleagues in the first and second 
stories. 
As I stepped to the window the next morning, the 
tailor greeted with a friendly motion of his hand over his 
paper, and from the other window the boy looked at me 
with a friendly smile. In his left he held a picture book 
with his right lie was breaking into crumbs the second of 
his five sweet rolls which the false Christmas tree had 
brought him. And around those sweet little bits there 
swarmed a cloud of the poor gray sparrows similar to the 
simple thoughts of a simple man, one of which I modestly 
lay before the reader. 
JOHNSON'S UNIVERSAL CYCLOPEDIA. 
Slavonic, particularly Bohemian, men and mat­
ters have always received little attention from 
Encyclopaedic writers. The Bohemian authors, 
too, h ave suffered in this respect at the hands of 
their English or American brethren. The early 
English encyclopaedias knew only Jungmann, 
Kollar and Hanka; later editions speak of a few 
names more. The information was usually de­
rived from foreign sources and naturally insufficient 
if not misleading. All this will be remedied. 
The A. J. Johnson Co., of New York, is present­
ly engaged in the publication of a new r evised 
edition of Johnson's Universal Cyclopaedia in 
whose pages Slavonic writers will receive d ue at­
tention. Charles Kendall Adams, president of 
the University of Wiscon sin, has been selected as 
editor-in-chief; and the department of foreign lit­
erature placed in charge of Professor Arthur R. 
Marsh of Ha rvard, who believes that Slavonic bio­
graphies should be written by a Slav, and has, 
therefore, upon the recommendations of t he Rev. 
L. F. Minkovsky,^of Oberlin College, O., and Pro­
fessor Bohumil Simek of the University of Iowa, 
engaged the editor of the BOHEMIAN VOICE to 
write for t he encyclopaedia a series of biographi es 
of Bohemian, Polish, Slovenic, Servian, Croatian 
and Bulgarian writers. The editor of the VOICE 
cheerfully complied with the request. To him the 
work has been a labor of love. Thus far he has 
written nearly 50 biographies (letters J to O), most 
of the authors represented being Bohemians, to 
wit: Boleslav Jablonsky, poet; R. E. Jamot; Bo­
humil Janda, poet and novelist; Frank V. Jefabek, 
dramatist; Alois Jirasek, novelist; Hermengild 
Jirecek, jurist; Josef Jirecek, literary historian; 
Konstantin Jirecek, historian; Josef Kalousek, his­
torian; Vaclav Kliment Klicpera, dramatist; Josef 
Jiri Kolar, dramatist; John Kolar poet; Miroslav 
Krajni'k, poet; Eliska Krasnohorska, poetess ; 
Simon Lomnicky z Budce, poet; Karel Hynek 
Macha, poet; Jan Jindrich Marek, novelist; Hynek 
Mejsnar, poet; Martin Michalec, poet; Ferdinand 
Mikovec; Otokar Mokry, poet; Johanna Muzakova 
(Karolina Svetla), novelist; Vojtech Nejedly, 
poet; Bozena Nemcova, novelist; Jan Neruda, poet 
and novelist. 
The biographies are necessarily brief, varying 
in length from one to five hundred words accord­
ing to the relative importance of the author; be­
side the necessary data, they give the titles of the 
principal works,when and where published, and an 
account of the relation of the author to the intel­
lectual progress of t he nation. By consulting the 
works of the respective authors, the writer has 
been enabled, in a number of instances, to correct 
errors and mistakes found in variou s foreign ency­
clopaedias. 
In order to make the difference between the 
old editions and the new one palpably evident, we 
give below the article on Jungmann, the Nestor of 
the modern Bohemian literature, as it appeared 
in the edition of 1887, and as it will appear in th e 
edition of 1894, 
Edition of 1887: 
Jung'manii—(Josef Jakob), b. at Hadlitz, Bo­
hemia, July 16, 1773, stud ied at the University of 
Prague; became teacher at the gymnasium ofLeit-
meritz in 1799, and professor in 1815 at Prague, 
where he d. Nov. 14, 1847. In 1825 he published 
a history of the B ohemian language and literature, 
and in 1835 a complete Bohemian and German 
dictionary. 
Edition of 1894: 
Jungmann, yoong maan, JOSEPH: Bohemian 
scholar; b. at Hudlice, near Beroun, July 16, 1773; 
was educated at Beroun, and studied philosophy 
and law at Prague. In 1799 he became assistant 
professor at the gymnasium of Litomerice, in 1815 
was called to the academic gymnasium at Prague, of 
which he became president in 1835. He had obtained 
the degree of Ph. D. in 1816, w as elected dean of 
the philosophical faculty of th e University of Pra ­
gue in 1827 and again in 1838; and in 1840 was 
chosen Rector Magnificus (president). After a 
serious illness he retired in 1844, and died Nov. 
16, 1847. Jungmann was one of the small group 
of zealous Bohemians, who, after many sacrifices, 
succeeded in arousing their nation from the intel­
lectual torpor into which it had sunk owing to two 
centuries of Hapsburg oppression, As a direct 
outcome of the Thirty Years' War, the Bohemian 
constitution had been abolished, Bohemian li ter­
ature almost completely destroyed, and the people 
systematically Germanized, so that, at the end of 
the eighteenth century, the Bohemian language in 
Bohemia found its only refuge in the hut of the 
peasant. Many of Ju ngmann's contemporaries had 
given up all hope that the Bohemian nationality 
might ever be revived, but he worked patiently, 
gathering the remnants of Bohem ian books which 
had survived the ravages of the war and the perse­
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cutions of the Jesuits, collecting words and phrases, 
encouraging the weak, and teaching the faithful. 
He accepted the new orthography suggested by 
Dobrovsky; and to show the elasticity and riches 
of th e Bohemian tongue, he first gave the public 
excellent translation of foreign literary master­
pieces (notably Chateaubriand's Atala (1805), 
Milton's Paradise Lost (1811), and Goethe's Herr­
mann und Dorothea). Models of correct prose 
were exhibited in his Slovesnost (1820, revised 
1845), 'n which he created a now scientific termin­
ology. In 1821 he and Presl established the 
Krok, a scientific journal, which soon numbered 
the foremost Bohemian savants among its con­
tributors. The next great work was a history of 
Bohemian literature and language,Ilistorieliteratury 
ijazyka deskeho (1825), a work somewhat resembling 
Allibone's Dictionary of Authors, and exhibiting the 
entire range of Bo hemian literature and language 
since the earliest times. Then came the crowning 
work of his career, the Slovnik, a complete diction­
ary of the Bohemian language, representing his 
arduous labors of mor e than thirty years. This 
work embraces the entire word-treasure of the 
Bohemian language, words and phrases gathered 
by Jungmann from books, old and new, and from 
the peoples' lips. The Slovnik was published in 
1834-39, in five large quarto volumes, by the 
Matice Geskd. 
Nicholas Lehmann (Prague, Ferdinand Str., 11) 
has just published an excellent portrait of John Hus. 
The picture is a chromo-photoprint reproduction of 
Brozik's painting and is truly worthy of the gre at re­
former. Brozik's "Hus" is a masterwork true to 
historical traditions. The face is one of a man con­
scious of the justice of his cau se and ready to die for 
it, if necessary. The dark background to the left is 
a poetical symbolization of the spiritual darkness of 
Hus' age—on the right there shines a reddening 
dawn—the dawn of the reformation. The picture 
may be had a t 16s. ($3 and upwards) a copy. 
* * 
* 
The population of Moravia is composed of 1,60 0,-
000 Bohemians and 660,000 Germans. Although 
the Slavs are in th e majority, still, owing to the in­
iquities of the electoral law, the Germans who con­
stitute only 29 per cent, of the population, rule the 
country without regard to the needs and wishes of 
their Slavonic bre thren, whose money they spend to 
advance their own selfish interests. Moravia has al­
together 36 middle schools (gymnasia, "real" schools, 
teachers' institutes); of these 25 are German, one to 
each 26,500 Germans; and only 11 are Bohemian, 
one to each 144,500 Slavonic inhabitants! The cur­
rent budget of the margraviate appropriates 237,017 
florins for the German schools, and 49,892 florins for 
the Bohemian schools under state supervision. The 
Bohemians of M oravia have repeatedly petitio ned for 
more schools but their applications have all been in 
vain thus far. This is what they call "equal rights 
to all" in Austria. 
* * 
* 
We find t he following in St. Petersburg papers: 
"The material prosperity of the Bohemian settlers in 
Wolhynia and the neighboring governments has at­
tracted th e attention of their countrymen who have 
come to America since 1879. There are many Bohem-
emians to be found in the states of New York, Ohio, 
Massachusetts and Nebraska. F ormerly the conditions 
were favorable, but since the increase of immigration 
all has changed for the worse. Presently the Amer­
ican Bohemians are buying up lands in the govern­
ments of Kiew, Podolia and Bessarabia where new 
colonies will soon be established." Evidently the 
Bohemians of America are sadly missing the knout.— 
Przeglad Emigracyjny.—For aught we know there 
may have been isolated instances of Bohemian s emi­
grating from the United States to Russia, such an 
exodus, however, as is implied in the above, has 
never taken place as far as we know. The whole 
story, including the "knout", was evidently born in 
the heated imagination of some eastern journali st. 
Corresponfcence. 
WAHOO, NEB., March 5,1894. 
Editor BOHEMIAN VOICE, Omaha, Neb. 
Some friend of mine has sent me a copy of your paper, 
and I like the tendency of your paper so well that, al-
although not a Slav, but of a race of old hostile to the 
Slavs, making the Slavs slaves, namely the Northmen, I 
will try to pay the subscription from January 1st. 
I am a constant reader of the American, a paper that 
you ought to have among your exchanges, and in the 
reading of the two, the problem of the rights of nation­
alities has appeared to me as one of the great unsolved 
problems of humanity. 
I have examined the last census report about the alien 
criminals and paupers, and I cannot get rid of the idea, 
that those reports have in some way or ether been doc­
tored. Would it not be well for those "alien nation­
alities" which, I suppose, means all nationalities in the 
United States except the Anglo-Saxon, Irish and Scotch, 
would it not be well for all American citizens of non-Eng­
lish origin to have that report verified or corrected? I am 
confident that those reports lie about the Scandinavians 
and their descendants. All the knownothing legislation of 
the last two years has been the result of those lying re­
ports. And have we any redress? In all the states north 
of the Washington parallel the so-called "aliens" and their 
children constitute one-half of the population. They 
would, of course, exert a powerful influence if fair play 
were given them, but they have to be the object of politi­
cal ostracism in order that the Anglo-Saxons might main­
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tain themselves as the ruling race. Yours for true 
American liberty, religious and civil, AN AMERICAN. 
Editor of the BOHEMIAN VOICE. 
Dear sir:—In the last number of the BOHEMIAN VOICE 
in your Notes, you say that, in Bohemia, a Jew "is the 
most objectionable specimen, as far as patriotism is con­
cerned, that we know of," and you give data which are 
very doubtful; you state that, in Bohemia, but one Jew 
out of a hundred is a Bohemian patriot, something that 
you would not believe, if you had the opportunity to visit 
the old country. It is true that a large number of Bo­
hemian Jews affiliate with the Germans, just as a large 
number of Viennese Bohemians claim to be Germans— 
but how the matters have changed during the last ten 
years both in Prague and the country! There exists to­
day a number of Patriotic Hebrew societies in Bohemia, 
there is a Bohemian synagogue at Prague, Bohemian 
rabbis may be found in the country, and there is many a 
Hebrew congregation, which would gladly engage a Bo­
hemian rabbi, if there were a sufficient number of them. 
If you take into consideration the revival of the Bohemian 
nationality, you will admit that the Jews, too, are slowly, 
but surely, joining the ranks of the nationality in the 
midst of which they are living. Considering the slow 
progress of the revival of the national feeling in Bohemia 
during the 50 years, the Jews who have been steadily per­
secuted, would deserve encouragement rather than cen­
sure. Yours etc., J. J. LANGER. 
Xctter 3B o £. 
Miss Laura H., Nanking, China. The Magyar langu­
age does not belong to the Slavonic fami ly, it is not even 
of Indo-European, but of Asiatic origin, being a member 
of the Turian, (or Ural Altaic, group) and rasiste of the 
Finnish, Turkish, Mongolian, etc. It is an agglutinative 
language, that is, expresses the various relations of words 
and things by prefixes and suffixes without change of the 
word's stem, whereas Indo-European languages do the 
same through the declension or conjugation, accompanied 
by a change of the stem, for example: Var means "to 
wait," ok designates the first person, singular; varok 
means I wait; varandok, I should wait; fogokvarni, I be­
gin to wait. Words descriptive of domestic life the Mag­
yars have taken chiefly from the Slavonic, e. g. the words 
denoting brother, grandson, servant, free, table, supper, 
roast, key, neighbor, straw, hay, scythe, flail, bridle, 
manger, etc. 
Pro. C. M. J., Willis, Tex. We shall be glad to hear 
from you. 
HISTORY OF BOHEMIA. 
Before this issue will be in the hands of our readers, 
the History of Bohemia, Iby R. H. Vickers, will have 
reached those who have placed their orders for the same 
beforehand with the Secretary of the Bohemian Slav­
onian National Committee. We shall not review the 
same editorially in this issue, as it reached us just before 
going to press, and desire only to announce the fact, that 
it has appeared- It is a very handsome volume, of 760 
pages, creditable to the publishers, Chas. H. Sergei Pub­
lishing Co., of Chicago, and we dare to say, that Mr. 
Vickers has done justice to the subject. 
The History is divided into 30 chapters, as follows: 1. 
Geographical conditions. 2. Early occupants. First Ro­
man Aggression. 3 Settlement and Political Institutions of 
the Chekhs. 4. Bohemia Assumes a Place Among Na­
tions. 5 Division of the German Empire and War With 
Louis the Pious. 6. Separation of the Eastern and 
Western Churches and its relation to Bohemia—War with 
Germany. 7. Internal Policy of Bohemia. 8. The 
Great Era of Bretislav. 9 Vratislav —Gregory VII.— 
Bohemia becomes a kingdom. 10. Clerical Celibacy in­
troduced into Bohemia--First Crusade—Civil War —Edu­
cation—Great Victory over Germans—Religious Sects. 
11. Interference of Barbarossa in Bohemia —Premysl 
Otakar I. 12. Wenzel 1. Otakar II-—The Tartars.— 
13. Otakar II. 14. Internal commotions to the death of 
King John. 16. Reign of Charles IV. 17. The growth 
of the Hussite Reformation. 18. Council of Constance 
and Martyrdom of Hus. 19. Period of the Hussite War. 
20. Council of Basle, Rise of George Podebrad. 21. The 
Decadence of Bohemia. 22. Emperor Maxmilian, Ru­
dolph II., Mathias, Ferdinand II. 21. Bohemia Pros­
trated and Crushed. 24. Carnival of Devastation and 
Cruelty in Bohemia. 25. Destruction of Nobility. 26. 
Waldstein, Carafa, Monks, Jesuits and their Cruelties. 
27. The Thirty Years' War continued. 28-. Bohemia 
from 1548 to 1782. 29. Bohemia from 1782 to 1848. 30. 
Bohemia from 1848 to the present time. Appendix. 
The History contains a map of Bohemia and 30 illus­
trations, as follows: John Hus as frontispiece. Early 
Bohemian Art. Cosmos, Dean of Prague. Coin of King 
Wenzl. Seal of Otakar II. Karlstein. Bethlehm Church. 
Birthplace of Hus. John £izka. Hussite Weapons. View 
of Vysehrad. John Amos Komensky. Joseph Dobrovsky. 
Joseph Safaffk. Joseph Jungmann. John Kol£r. Francis 
L. Celakovsky. Charles Havlicek. Francis Palack£. 
Bohemian National Theater. 
The price of the work is $3.50. Orders will be promptly 
filled by R. V. Miskovsky, 1444 South 16th St., Omalia, 
Nebraska. 
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V. W. HELDT. J. J .  LANGER. B. F. FORGES. 
European Office: Roudnic, Bohemia. 
Elegant New C ustom T ailor P arlors 
were opened by 
jos. k z t j l i o e j s : ,  
At 582 W. 18th St. CHICACO. 
Special Attention Given to Uniforms. Clothing 
Cleaned, Dyed and Repaired Promptly 
at Moderate Prices 
NEW PRAGUE MANUFACTURING CO., 
Manufacturers of 
B R E W E R ' S  P A T .  I R O N  W I N D O W S I L L ,  
Architectural Irons of e very description. Exclusive 
manufacturers of t he Patent Eureka Hand Cylin­
der Press. General Foundry and Machine 
Works, etc., etc. 
NEW PR AGUE,  M INN .  
DR. JOS. SYKORA, M . D . 
*144-9- I 453 BROADWAY. C L E V E L A N D ,  O .  
ANTON T. ZEMAN, 
Attorney and Counsellor at Law, 
919 Chamber of Commerce, 
CHICAGO, ILLS. 
References: Melville W. Fuller, Chief Justice U.S. 
P Gregory, Booth & Harlan, Lawyers, Chicago. 
"HOTEL PILSEN" 
180-182 E. Wasliing'on St. CHICAGO 
2d Door West of 5 th Avenue. 
Nicely Furnished Rooms and First-Class Table 
Board. This hotel is newly refitted with 
s 'Modern Improvements, and is 
s'tuated in the heart of City. 
BOHEMIAN BREWING CO., 
O F  CH I C A G O .  
PROPRIETORS JACOB 8TAINER 
The Largest Bohemian Brewery in America. 
BREWERS OF THE HEALTHIEST 
BEERS IN THE MARKET. 
*  BRANDS *  
"GENUINE BOHEMIAN B AGER," 
"PRAGUER," "GRANAT" 
Address all orders to AND PlLSEN. 
BOHEMIAN BREWING CO. ,  
684 to 706 Blue Island Ave., - CHICAGO, ILL. 
ML SIKYTA, 
Dealer in 
Imported and Domestic Wines and Liquors 
582 Center Ave. CHICAGO. 
Established 1873. 
JO HN S I MHN,  
Ar t  Gl a s s  
C u t ,  G ro u n d  an d  B ev e l e d  G la s s .  
11 and 13 S. Canal St. CHICAGO. 
Designs Sent on Application. 
Established 1885. 
J. WALES, 
GALVANIZED IRON C ORNICES 
Z i n c  O r n a m e n t s  a  S p e c i a l i t y .  
T i n  a n d  Sl a t e  R o o f i n g .  
518 Blue Island Ave. CHICAGO. 
Established 1869. 
FRANK KASPAR 
Proprietor of the 
TlBW Gf*OCEf*Y HOUSE, 
537 Blue Island Ave. 643 Loomis St. 
CHICAGO. 
JOSEPH 
Wholesale Dealer in 
MICHIGAN A ND C ALIFORNIA W INES, 
Fine Brandies and Kentucky Whiskies. 
American Elixir of Bitter Wine, Specially 
recommended by prominent physicians. 
395 to 401 W. 18th St. CHICAGO. 
JOSEPH HOIS, 
Practical Plumber and Gas Fitter 
SEWER BUILDER. 
609 W. 21st St. CHICAGO. 
Tel. Canal, 87. 
JOS. KRAL, 
Wholesale and Retail Dealer in 
Hardware, C utlery and Sporting G oods 
423 West 18th Street, 
CHICAGO. 
MRS. F. A. DOERING, 
THE LEADING MIL/LINER. 
378 Ontario St. CLEVELAND, O. 
Mail Orders Given Prompt Attention. 
ROBERT L. PITTE, 
NOTARY PUBLIC, REAL ESTATE, L OANS, 
INSURANCE ANO PASSAGE. 
Real Estate Bought, Sold and Managed on Com­
mission, Rents Collected, Taxes Paid, Etc. 
188-190 W 2 0TH ST., C OR. J OHN CHIC AGO.  
F. J. NEKARDA, 
Attorney and Counsellor at L aw. 
99 Seventh St., New York City. 
Hj. J. ZF^nLHD^, 
MANUFACTURER OF 
F I N E  H A V A N A  CIGARS 
A N D  C I G A R  C L I P P I N G S .  
Nos. 241 and 243 South 2nd Street, 
CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA. 
MUSIC A ND M USICAL INSTRUMENTS. 
L O U I S  V I T l K ,  
C A N T O N ,  -  -  O H I O .  
SEND FOR CATALOGUE. 
If you want to Save Money, 
buy all your 
Jewelry a nd Watches, 
From reliable house of 
W. sJ. WISA St BON, 
381 W. 18th St., Chicago, Ills. 
Write for Catalogue. 
JOSEPH KAVAN, 
R E A L  E S T A T E ,  
1530 S outh 13th Street, OMAHA, NEB 
Sole Agent for sale of Lots in several of t he best 
Additions to the City and South Omaha. 
Property in all parts of t he City 
For Sale or Trade. 
Ipoferofe £apat>u printing Co., 
lpvintfng in ©liferent languages. 
1211 5. I3tb St. ©maba, 1 Reb. 
FRANK VO DIOKA.  
FASHIONABLE MERCHANT-T AILOR 
312 South 12th Street, 
United States National Bank Bldg., Omaha, Neb. 
FRANK H0LASEK, 
Real E state, L oans, Collections 
Wills drawn and estates probated. 
Legal Business Promptly and Carefully Attended to. 
435 TEMPLE COURT, 
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. 
P. V. R OVNIANEK & CO. 
PUBLISHERS AND PROPRIETORS OF 
AMERIKANSKO S LOVENSKE NOVINY. 
Bankers and Steamship Agents. Importers of 
Slavonic Religious and Literary Works. 
Main Office: 604 Grant St., Pittsburg. 
Branch : 25 Ave. A, Cor. 2d St., New York. 
NOVAK & S TEISKAL, 
Mortgage Bankers, Real Estate and Loans, 
Insurance and Passage Agents. Mortgages for Sale. 
Notaries Public. Collections of all kinds and 
remittances to all parts of the World 
promptly attended to at lowest 
Current Rates. 
Office, 675 Loomis Street. CHICAGO. 
Near Blue Island Avenue and W. i8th St. 
